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With over 100 years in global custody and 30 years of fund 

administration experience combined with investment banking,  

J.P. Morgan has a broad perspective on the industry.  

We understand the challenges and work with our clients to  

provide solutions in every geography, asset class and fund type. 

We are committed to helping our clients mitigate risks, enhance 

revenues and increase efficiencies.

In an increasingly complex marketplace, clients look to J.P. Morgan 

for strategic vision and experience.

New challenges. New answers

Custodian of the Year 
ICFA European Awards, 2010

Securities Services Provider of the Year 
ICFA European Awards, 2010

Cash Management Provider of the Year 
ICFA European Awards, 2006-2010

Hedge Fund Administrator of the Year 
ICFA European Awards, 2009, 2010

Best Fund Administrator, UCITS III 
HFMWeek COO Survey Awards, 2010

Excellence in Institutional Client Services 
Financial News European Awards, 2010

To find out more, visit jpmorgan.com/visit/wss or contact:

J.P. Morgan Worldwide Securities Services 

Francis Jackson, francis.j.jackson@jpmorgan.com or +44-207-3253742

Huw Williams, huw.c.williams@jpmorgan or +44-207-7775434

©2010 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved. The products and services featured above are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., a subsidiary of JPMorgan Chase & Co.  
and its affiliates. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is registered by the FSA for investment business in the U.K. J.P. Morgan is a marketing name for the wholesale banking business of  
JPMorgan Chase & Co. and its subsidiaries worldwide. In the United Kingdom, JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., London Branch and J.P. Morgan Europe Limited are authorised and regulated  
by the Financial Services Authority.
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Our awards ceremony this year was

held on one of the worst days of the

recent snowfall that afflicted the UK

in December. Naturally we joked that

people deserved an award just for

turning up to our Tower of London

event. Thank goodness they did and

our awards ceremony, famed for its unstuffy atmosphere,

managed to go ahead successfully.

Unfortunately, not everyone could make it though, and this

included a number of recipients such as Yves Perrier, CEO of

Amundi Asset Management, who won European Asset

Management Personality of the Year. He was stuck at Orly

airport in Paris and his award was collected by Laurent

Crosnier, UK CEO of Amundi.

The French did excellently in the personality awards. Alain

Closier, CEO of Société Générale Securities Services, won the

European Asset Servicing Personality of the Year. He had

managed to make it to our awards by Eurostar.

Like the Funds Europe Awards, the asset management

industry never closes and this year’s ceremony once again

honoured business excellence in asset management and asset

servicing after another year of uncertainty.

The uncertainty did not reduce the number of entries and, just

like last year, it was heartening to see so many success stories.

As ever we are indebted to our judges. Entries are judged by

an independent panel whose job it is to evaluate entries on

the strength of their submissions, coupled with industry

knowledge. Selecting winners is arguably as much an art as a

science and competition was often strong, as indicated by

special commendations that judges felt were necessary.

Thank you to our judges, to our sponsors, and thank you to

everyone who came to our event. We will see you again next

year, whatever the weather.

Nick Fitzpatrick, Editor
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JUDGES
Hugh Burden
Head of account management, KPMG

Steve Butler
Managing director, Camradata Analytical Services

Bella Caridade-Ferreira
Director, Fundscape

Jonathan Clark
Executive director, Citisoft

Robin Creswell
CEO UK, Payden & Rygel

Ann Doherty
Managing director, JP Morgan Worldwide Securities Services

Gordon Easden
Financial services practice leader, Fusion Experience

Sheenagh Gordon-Hart
Industry and client research executive, 

JP Morgan Worldwide Securities Services

Diana Mackay
Founder and joint CEO, Mackay Williams

Stuart McNulty
Manager, Alpha FMC

Luke Ransley
Head of operations, change management,

Fortis Investments

Dave Reynolds
Principal, operations, Investit

Sonja Spinner
Senior associate, Mercer

Paul Squires
Head of trading, Axa Investment Managers

Clare Vincent-Silk
Principal, Investit

Tim Wood
Director, RBC Dexia Investor Services

Rodney Williams
Founder and joint CEO, Mackay Williams

Also judging the awards from 
Funds Europe magazine were:

Nick Fitzpatrick
Editor, Funds Europe

Angele Spiteri Paris
Deputy editor, Funds Europe

Nicholas Pratt
Operations & technology editor, Funds Europe

Alan Chalmers
Publisher, Funds Europe

Andrew Chesney
Associate publisher, Funds Europe

The Funds Europe editorial board:

Penelope Biggs
Northern Trust, London

Dominique Carrel-Billiard
AXA Investment Managers, Paris

Nadine Chakar
BNY Mellon, London

Peter Elam Håkansson
East Capital, Stockholm

Robert Parker
Credit Suisse Asset Management, London

Todd Ruppert
T. Rowe Price, London
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RBC DEXIA INVESTOR SERVICES
RBC Dexia Investor Services offers institutional investors worldwide an integrated suite of products, including global custody, fund and pension

administration, securities lending, shareholder services, analytics and other related services. With $2.4trn (€1.78trn) in assets under administration, RBC

Dexia Investor Services operates in 15 countries across four continents and has a global custody network covering more than 90 markets. RBC Dexia

Investor Services ranks among the world’s top ten global custodians.

JP MORGAN WORLDWIDE SECURITIES SERVICES
JP Morgan Worldwide Securities Services is a securities servicing provider that helps institutional investors, alternative asset managers, broker dealers and

equity issuers optimise efficiency, mitigate risk and enhance revenue. Worldwide Securities Services leverages the firm’s unparalleled scale, leading technology

and deep industry expertise to service investments around the world. It has $15.9trn in assets under custody and $7.1trn in assets under administration.

MYOFFICIALSTORY
MyOfficialStory enables companies and individuals to control their image in all media, virtual or printed, in the language of their choice. In 2010, the

company published three books about decision makers in the Investment Funds industry: one focusing on the European market, another one about

Luxembourg and the last one about Asia. More information can be found at www.myofficialstory.com or www.jeromebloch.com

QATAR FINANCIAL CENTRE AUTHORITY
The QFC Authority is the commercial arm of the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC), a financial and business centre established by the government of Qatar

in 2005 to attract international financial services and multinational corporations to grow and develop the market for financial services in the region. The

QFC Authority is responsible for the organisation’s commercial strategy and for developing relationships with the global financial community and other

key institutions both within and outside Qatar. One of the most important roles of QFCA is to approve and issue licences to individuals, businesses and

other entities that wish to incorporate or establish themselves in Qatar with the Centre.

SPONSORS
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The flurry of  snow that hit London the week of  the 2010
Funds Europe Awards was not enough to keep people away
from this prestigious event.

Despite the foul weather, nominees trekked from all over
to attend. Paris, Luxembourg, Qatar; the turnout was truly
multi-national.

Winners were all smiles as they walked up to the stage to
collect their cut-glass crystal trophies. Alain Closier, CEO
of  Société Générale Securities Services, was delighted to
win the European Asset Servicing Personality of  the Year,
having travelled in from Paris. 

Other winners included Schroders for European Asset
Management Company of  the Year (>€20bn), Credit Suisse
as European ETF Provider of  the Year and RBC Dexia
Investor Services for European Custodian of  the Year.

However, not all were lucky enough to make it into
London. Yves Perrier, winner of  the Asset Management
Personality of  the Year award, was stuck at Orly airport in
his effort to attend, finally asking Laurent Crosnier, 
CEO of  the Amundi London office, to pick up the trophy on
his behalf. fe
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AND THE WINNERS ARE...

ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY >€20BN

AWARD WINNER: Schroders

ACCEPTED BY: Richard Mountford, UK country

head and global head of product

PRESENTED BY: Roy Gillson, Aerion

ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY <€20BN

AWARD WINNER: JO Hambro Capital

Management

ACCEPTED BY: Suzy Neubert, sales director

PRESENTED BY: Shashank Srivastava, QFCA

SPECIALIST INVESTMENT FIRM
AWARD WINNER: BlueBay Asset Management

ACCEPTED BY: Nick Williams, CFO

PRESENTED BY: Tim Wood, RBC Dexia

HEDGE FUND FIRM
AWARD WINNER: Aquila Capital

ACCEPTED BY: Roman Rosslenbroich, CEO

PRESENTED BY: Ann Docherty, JP Morgan

ASSET SERVICING PERSONALITY
AWARD WINNER: Alain Closier, SGSS

ACCEPTED BY: Alain Closier, CEO

PRESENTED BY: Todd Ruppert, T. Rowe Price

ASSET MANAGEMENT PERSONALITY 
AWARD WINNER: Yves Perrier, Amundi AM

ACCEPTED BY: Laurent Crosnier, CEO London

PRESENTED BY: Todd Ruppert, T. Rowe Price, on

behalf of Jean-Baptiste de Franssu, Invesco Europe

CHIEF INVESTMENT OFFICER
AWARD WINNER: Edouard Carmignac, Carmignac 

ACCEPTED BY: Didier Saint-Georges, head of

business development 

PRESENTED BY: Andrea Utermann, RCM

ETF PROVIDER
AWARD WINNER: Credit Suisse

ACCEPTED BY: Dan Draper, head of ETFs

PRESENTED BY: Professor Geoffrey Wood, Cass

Business School
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EUROPEAN ADMINISTRATOR 
AWARD WINNER: Citi

ACCEPTED BY: Richard Ernesti, global head of

investor client sales management 

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

FUND LAUNCH
AWARD WINNER: Natixis Asset Management

ACCEPTED BY: Suzanne Sennelart, senior fund

manager

PRESENTED BY: Hugh Burden, KPMG

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR
SPECIAL COMMENDATION: Environment Agency

ACCEPTED BY: Robert Chapman, investment

manager

PRESENTED BY: Steve Butler, Camradata

MARKETING CAMPAIGN 
AWARD WINNER: Schroders

ACCEPTED BY: Peter Beckett, head of European

marketing

PRESENTED BY: Jerome Bloch, My Official Story

ADVISOR
AWARD WINNER: Kinetic Partners

ACCEPTED BY: Neil Griggs, member

PRESENTED BY: Mark Porter, UBS Global AM

CUSTODIAN 
AWARD WINNER: RBC Dexia Investor Services

ACCEPTED BY: Tim Wood, head, global network

management

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

HEGDE FUND ADMINISTRATOR
AWARD WINNER: GlobeOp Financial Services

ACCEPTED BY: Ron Tannenbaum, co-founder

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

EUROPEAN ADMINISTRATOR
SPECIAL COMMENDATION: Société Générale

Securities Services

ACCEPTED BY: Alain Closier, CEO

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR
AWARD WINNER: Strathclyde Pension Fund

ACCEPTED BY: Professor Geoffrey Wood

PRESENTED BY: Steve Butler, Camradata
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HEDGE FUND ADMININISTRATOR
SPECIAL COMMENDATION: Deutsche Bank

ACCEPTED BY: Unavailable due to weather

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

SPECIALIST ADMINISTRATOR 
AWARD WINNER: State Street

ACCEPTED BY: Unavailable due to weather

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

funds europe
awards

2010

BACK OFFICE PROVIDER 
AWARD WINNER: Calastone

ACCEPTED BY: Ian Taylor, COO

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI

EUROPEAN TRADING VENUE
SPECIAL COMMENDATION: SmartPool

ACCEPTED BY: Unavailable due to weather

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI

FRONT OFFICE PROVIDER 
AWARD WINNER: Fidessa

ACCEPTED BY: Robin Strong, director of buy-

side strategy

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI

EUROPEAN TRADING VENUE 
AWARD WINNER: Liquidnet

ACCEPTED BY: John Barker, managing director

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI

TRANSFER AGENT 
AWARD WINNER: State Street/IFDS

ACCEPTED BY: Unavailable due to weather

PRESENTED BY: Kim MacFarland, Investec AM

MIDDLE OFFICE PROVIDER 
AWARD WINNER: Cadis

ACCEPTED BY: Andrew Barnett, director of

market strategy

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI

MIDDLE OFFICE PROVIDER

SPECIAL COMMENDATION: Traiana

ACCEPTED BY: Unavailable due to weather

PRESENTED BY: Martyn Cuff, Allianz GI
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EUROPEAN ASSET MANAGEMENT 
PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR

Yves Perrier, Amundi Asset Management
Yves Perrier was declared this year’s winner
after the judges praised his ability at having
smoothly steered the merger of  Crédit
Agricole Asset Management and Société
Générale Asset Management. “To have
stitched those companies together in a
relatively short period of  time was an amazing
thing,” one of  the judges said.
Perrier is now CEO of  Amundi Asset
Management, the company resulting from the
merger of  Caam and Sgam. He was the
architect behind the creation of  this new firm
and oversaw the implementation of  the
merger since it was first announced. He was
instrumental in cutting costs and streamlining
the business to improve market share and
performance.

Edouard Carmignac, Carmignac
Gestion
A true active manager, Carmignac Gestion
saw a significant increase in assets with
Edouard Carmignac at its helm. An active
member of  the European Fund and Asset
Management Association, he also inspires
his employees through his investment style
based on courage and discipline.

Robin Geffen, Neptune Investment
Management
Although he is the CEO of  Neptune
Investment Management, Robin Geffen
remains a fund manager at heart and
manages a number of  company products.
Geffen also champions the needs of
investors, most recently speaking out about
the takeover bid by Prudential for AIA.

Helena Morrissey, Newton
Investment Management
In addition to her role in the asset
management industry, Helena Morrissey is
committed to  initiatives promoting the
role of  women in business. Apart from
being CEO at Newton, Morrissey is a
director of  the IMA and has served on the
FSA Practitioner Panel for four years.

Keith Skeoch, Standard Life
Investments
Under Keith Skeoch’s leadership, SLI saw
its third party sales go up by 190% to
€8.9bn in the twelve months to June 2010.
Skeoch supported key developments
within SLI and has also been involved in
lobbying to ensure legislation doesn’t blunt
the industry’s competitive edge.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010
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EUROPEAN CIO OF THE YEAR

Eduoard Carmignac, Carmignac Gestion
The growth of  Carmignac Gestion from a
small French boutique, to a robust firm with
€50bn in assets under management is largely
down to Eduoard Carmignac.

The eponymous firm generated strong
inflows at a time when most active managers
were either stagnant or were seeing outflows.

Judges were not only impressed by the
extraordinary growth story of  the French
manager but also by the fact that Carmignac 
is designing his legacy. He is involved in the
training of  most of  his fund managers and 
this successor planning was a big hit with 
the judges. 

Carmignac is also a big believer in
performance fees and the idea of  aligning
fund manager compensation with client
interests is “a model for the future”, one of  the
judges said.

Alan Brown, Schroders
Having been CIO of  Schroders since 2005, Alan Brown played an
integral role in the company’s growth. He helped attract new business
both in traditonal asset classes and in more innovative areas like
commodities, absolute return, quantitative equity products and high
income.

Mohammed El-Erian, Pimco
Mohammed El-Erian has helped Pimco and its clients anticpate, navigate
and address some of  the most significant challenges of  the financial crisis.
He is responsible for €792bn in assets and is actively involved in the daily
formulation and implementation of  the firm’s investment strategy.

Robin Geffen, Neptune Investment Management
Robin Geffen developed the Neptune Investment Management
philosophy and process. This is primarily driven by the belief  that the
world of  equities should be viewed by sector. Geffen is very involved in the
process and is the driving force behind Neptune’s stock selection.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010
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EUROPEAN ASSET MANAGEMENT 
COMPANY OF THE YEAR ➤€20BN

Schroders
Schroders has gone from strength to strength,
according to the judges. One claimed: “It is
one of  the most professional organisations I’ve
come across and it ticks all the boxes.”

Other factors of  note were the firm’s broad
product range and its ability to offer robust
expertise across all sectors.

The firm’s assets under management grew to
£164bn (€195bn), at June 2010, up
from£148.2bn at the end of  last year.

In 2009, Schroders was the second largest
seller of  mutual funds across Europe and
attracted £16.1bn of  net new business over
the year to end  June 2010, an increase from
£1.8bn the year before.

Aberdeen Asset Management
Aberdeen is solely committed to asset management and therefore the firm professes a strong
dedication to providing excellent investment expertise. It is one of  the largest independent players
in Europe with €246.1bn in assets under management.

Amundi Asset Management
A result of  the asset management business of  Crédit Agricole and Société Générale, Amundi is
the third largest asset manager in Europe with €675.5bn in assets under management. The firm
invests in a broad range of  asset classes from fixed income and equities to absolute return.

Carmignac Gestion
During the first half  of  2010, Carmignac Gestion saw inflows of  €11.9bn, continuing the firm’s
strong growth path. In June alone, Carmignac Gestion posted inflows of  €3.23bn, making it the
second best-selling asset manager in Europe. 

RCM
The strength of  RCM’s research sets the firm apart. It hinges on the belief  that by generating
and exploiting an information advantage, it can deliver superior returns. Over 82% of  the firm’s
assets outperformed their relative benchmark over the long term, to June 2010.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010

Michael Dobson, CEO,
Schroders
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EUROPEAN ASSET MANAGEMENT 
COMPANY OF THE YEAR €20BN

J O Hambro Capital Management
The judges applauded J O Hambro for
growing the business intelligently and said 
the firm is now reaping the rewards of  
that investment.

“They’ve had to reinvent themselves and are
doing a good job of  it,” said one of  the judges.

In its submission, J O Hambro said the
company has gone through a transformation
over the last twelve months. It grew its assets
under management from €3.5bn, as at the end
of  June 2009, to €5.6bn, as at the end of  June
2010. This was a result of  net inflows of  over
€1bn into the firm’s equity strategies. 

During the last year the firm has also won a
number of  institutional mandates in new
markets, like Australia and Japan, which have
helped diversify the business.

Neptune Investment Management
Over the year, Neptune enjoyed significant growth with
assets under management rising from €3.9bn to €6.5bn. The
growth also included an increase in the number of
segregated mandates. The firm says that seven of  its funds
remained top quartile performers over the twelve months to
the end of  June this year. Neptune also launched six new
funds during this time, including the Neptune Greater
China Income Fund.

Skagen
This boutique continued to deliver good results, despite the
resignation of  one of  its ‘star’ managers, Filip Weintraub, in
March 2010. Although the few months following his
departure felt some strain, the firm’s outflows only
accounted for less than €250m, which is 1% of  its client
base. The firm said the low volume of  outflows stood as
proof  that clients understand the firm’s success is not
dependent on a single manager.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010

Gavin Rochussen, group chief
executive, J O Hambro

➤
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EUROPEAN SPECIALIST INVESTMENT FIRM OF THE YEAR

BlueBay Asset Management
Judges said BlueBay deserved the award
because the firm succeeded in making the
transition from a hedge fund manager to a
broader fixed income and alternatives
specialist. “It is a consummately professional
business,” said one of  the judges. 

Founded in 2001, BlueBay manages over
$34.3bn (€25.9bn) for institutions and high-
net-worth individuals. The assets under
management grew by 41.2% over the twelve
months to the end of  June 2010 and BlueBay
registered record inflows of  $10.2bn over the
same period.

In the twelve months to June this year,
BlueBay launched four new funds in the long-
only and alternatives space.

The company aims to align itself  with its
investor base and around 44% of  the firm is
owned by its employees.

Ashmore
The emerging markets asset manager managed around $35.3bn (€26.6bn) as at June 2010, an
increase of  $10.4bn over the year. This was a result of  net inflows of  $7.6bn and positive investment
performance of  $2.8bn. Ashmore gained a QFII licence in China and opened offices in Australia,
China and Japan.

Atlantis Investment Management
Owned by two former Schroders’ managers, this independent boutique’s strength lies in investment
underpinned by fundamentals which enables it to tap into growth potential in Asia. During the twelve
months to June 2010, its assets under management grew from $2.6bn to $3.6bn.

Insight Investment
During 2009 and 2010, Insight Investment continued to enhance its offering of  liability-driven
solutions. Following its acquistion by BNY Mellon, Insight experienced its best year ever in terms of
asset growth, 27%, and revenue growth, 19%. The firm’s total assets under management were
£102.1bn (€121.6bn).

Pictet Asset Management
Pictet has been demonstrating its dedication to socially responsible investment (SRI) since the
1990s. The firm offers a variety of  core and satellite SRI products. In September, Pictet launched
the Environmental Megatrend Selection fund to harness the potential of  all its environmental
theme funds.

SHORTLIST

funds europe
awards

2010
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www.am.natixis.com/climatechange

CORPORATE AND INVESTMENT BANKING / INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS / SPECIALIZED FINANCIAL SERVICES

Best European Fund Launch of the year 2010 - Funds Europe(1) 
 

Jury Prize - Actifs du Patrimoine 2010 - L’ Agefi Actifs(2)

A pioneer in responsible investment, Natixis Asset Management has set up Impact Funds 
Climate Change(3), an investment strategy based around the issue of climate change 
offering a 360° approach through a global, multi-themed investment universe. Natixis Asset 
Management has enlisted the help of a Climate Change Scientific Committee made up of 
renowned experts with varied, complementary profiles. 

This innovative approach has allowed Impact Funds Climate Change to win the Jury Prize of 
the Actifs du Patrimoine 2010(2) as well as Funds Europe’s 2010 Business - European Fund 
Launch of the Year award(1).

With over 304bn of assets under management as of 30th September 2010, Natixis Asset 
Management offers its clients new value generating solutions.

(1) The Funds Europe Award (Business - European Fund Launch of the year 2010 category) rewards the fund launch from the twelve months to 30th June 2010, that 
brought to market a brand new product looking at innovation, timing, marketing campaign objectives and outcomes and assets gathered. (Source: Funds Europe). 
(2) The Actifs du Patrimoine Jury Prize (Innovation category) rewards the fund launch of financial or retirement products distributed in France between 1st April 2009 
and 31st March 2010 to wealth management clients. Products launched are analyzed for innovation and originality. (Source: L’ Agefi Actifs - June 2010). (3) Non-
contractual undertaking. Impact Funds Climate Change is a sub-fund of the Luxembourg SICAV “Impact Funds” (investment manager: Natixis Asset Management 
/ management company: Natixis Global Associates). It does not guarantee capital or performance. The simplified prospectus must be made available to potential 
investors prior to subscription. Copies can be obtained from Natixis Asset Management or www.am.natixis.com/climatechange

Natixis Asset Management - Limited Company with a capital of 50 434 604.76 euros - RCS Paris 329 450 738 - AMF approval no. GP 90-009 - 21, quai d’Austerlitz - 
75634 Paris Cedex 13 - Tel: +33 1 78 40 80 00

European expert of Natixis Global Asset Management

Impact Funds Climate Change
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EUROPEAN HEDGE FUND OF THE YEAR

Aquila Capital
Aquila Capital’s entry stood out among its peers. “It was a
clear and strong presentation, which showed the firm is
investing in innovative asset classes,” the judges said.

Founded in 2001, Aquila Capital has been on the
forefront of  a number of  significant trends, including
absolute return and investment in real assets. Between July
2009 and June 2010, Aquila Capital launched a number
of  products that combined “green” issues with a hedge
fund approach. These included the firm’s first solar fund,
its second agriculture fund and its third timber fund.

During this time Aquila Capital also launched the AC
Pharos Evolution Fund, which was one of  the first
(managed futures funds offered within a Ucits III wrapper.

EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR OF THE YEAR

IPM
A hedge fund firm headquartered in Stockholm, IPM grew its
assets under management and number of  clients by around 20%
between June 2009 and June 2010. The firm now has 50 clients

and $8bn (€6bn) in assets under management.
Over the past year, IPM launched a new commodities fund.

Furthermore, its Global Derivatives Fund was expanded to
include new strategies.

SHORTLIST

Strathclyde Pension Fund
The continued investment innovation demonstrated by the Strathclyde Pension Fund
saw it clinch the award for institutional investor of  the year for the second time.

Over the past year, the fund increased its allocation to passive UK and US
mandates, with the view that active management in these markets is less likely to add
value. It also restructured its bond portfolios, giving them an absolute return
objective. This was done because the fund felt the approach is the most appropriate
for a pension fund. 

The fund also terminated one currency mandate because it is did not add sufficient
value and reviewed its property strategy.

Environment Agency
The entry for the Enviroment Agency Pension fund was deemed
to be remarkably professional, which is why it was shortlisted.

Over the last five years, the scheme focused on the
environmental footprinting of  active equities and succeeded in
reducing its active equity footprint by 30%.

The methodology used considers companies’ environmental
impacts. The foorprint for each equity mandate is then compiled
by allocating a proportion of  the environmental impact of  each
company relative to the amount of  stock that is held.

SPECIAL COMMENDATION

Richard McIndoe,  head of
pensions, Strathyclyde

Pension Fund

Roman Rosslenbroich, CEO,
Aquila Capital
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EUROPEAN FUND LAUNCH OF THE YEAR

Natixis Asset Management
Judges said Natixis was deserving of  the win because the
firm’s entry was professional and focused on the objectives
of  the award. 

The launch of  the Impact Funds Climate Change was
shown to be demonstrably successful, the fund having
collected €122m in assets as of  August 2010.

The new fund, which was a sub-fund of  the firm’s
Luxembourg Sicav, invests in worldwide companies whose
activities contribute to mitigating carbon emissions,
adapting to the consequences of  climate change and
providing solutions for a better management of  resources.

At launch, Natixis planned to collect €100m over the
year. It beat this target with ease having gathered
significantly more than this by the middle of  the year.

EUROPEAN MARKETING CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR

ETF Securities
The platform of  exchange-traded currencies launched by ETF
Securities was applauded by the judges for being very well timed,
given the issues within the Eurozone. This was the first of  its kind
in Europe and made it possible for investors to incorporate 

foreign exchange as an asset class alongside more traditional asset
classes in a way that avoids the operational complexity of
forwards and futures.

SHORTLIST

Schroders
With its images of  classic statues making use of
21st century equipment, the consistent theme
running through the Schroders campaign for its
International Selection Fund Emerging Markets
Debt Absolute Return, was highly praised by the
judges. The presentation was clear and concise
and the campaign was shown to have been
successful. It helped the fund’s assets under
management to more than double between July
2009 and June 2010. 

Aberdeen Asset Management
The campaign entered by Aberdeen
Asset Management was found to be
innovative. The firm’s marketing for
Latin American equities focused on the 

local research carried out by Aberdeen’s
fund managers. The campaign used the
image of  Havaianas flip-flops to
represent the region it was covering.

SHORTLIST
funds europe
awards

2010
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EUROPEAN ETF PROVIDER OF THE YEAR

Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse is one of  the more recent additions to the
world of  ETF providers. But despite being a relative
newcomer, the judges felt that the firm’s innovation
around transparency helped enhance the reputation of
ETFs as a whole and therefore was a deserving winner of
this year’s award.

EUROPEAN ADVISOR OF THE YEAR

Amundi ETF
With over €5bn in assets under management and more than 200
listings, Amundi ETF is ranked seventh in size among European
ETF providers. Since the launch of  the business in 2008, Amundi
has been on the fast track, launching products at breakneck speed.

iShares
The largest ETF provider in terms of  size, iShares offers a large
number of  products, including a newly launched set of  fixed
income ETFs. With $500bn in assets under management, the firm
continued its bid for increased transparency and education.

Lyxor
The fourth largest ETF provider globally and the second in
Europe, Lyxor recorded significant inflows over the past year and
now has around €35bn in assets under management. The firm
registered inflows of  €2.6bn year to date, an increase of  8.15%.

SHORTLIST

Kinetic Partners
Judges were impressed by Kinetic Partners’s demonstrable committment to Europe. The firm addresses clients’ needs with a no-nonsense,
practical approach, which was very highly regarded by the judges. Established in 2005, Kinetic Partners has a strict focus on providing advice
to the European fund management industry. Since July 2009, the firm recorded its most successful year to date with revenue growth of  25%
and a 27% increase in its client roster from 700 to 950.

Matheson Ormsby Prentice
The group’s clients include some of  the world’s largest institutional
fund managers and the firm continued to grow throughout 2009
and into 2010, winning several new clients. 

Simmons & Simmons
Last year’s winner Simmons & Simmons maintained its strong
position as a steadfast advisor to the fund management industry.
Among other things the firm advised managers on European
regulatory developments.

SHORTLIST
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The growth of ETFs has been
impressive. Approximately 30%
growth globally over the past five
years? How do you explain the
popularity of ETFs?
Over the past 20 years it has become clear
that institutional investors like pension funds
are using more passive instruments. ETFs
are especially growing in popularity among
private investors, not least because they are
cost effective and can be traded at anytime.
Also many institutional as well as retail
investors have learnt an important lesson,
namely to exercise caution when it comes to
investing in products which - compared with
the index - generate little additional
performance but still charge a hefty
commission. 

Credit Suisse announced that it has
grown its ETF platform by 45% in
AUM. What do you think differentiates
you from other providers? 
2010 has been a landmark year for Credit
Suisse's ETF franchise. Through our
innovative ETF business model and our
commitment to quality, transparency and
trust we have secured the biggest increase in
market share in Europe among the top five
ETF providers.  We have driven innovation
in the industry by being the first global Bank
to offer both physical replication and
synthetic ETFs across our platform. In
product development we were the first issuer
to provide daily disclosure on our swap
basket.  

Do you think that the market can
continue to grow at the same pace?  
Yes. We believe that this is only the

beginning of  the story.  We certainly don't
see the market slowing in the next few years.
There are still new entrants entering the
ETF space and the number of  products
listed is growing. Although there are a
number of  providers offering similar ETFs,
competition is healthy for the development
of  the industry.   

What are the differences between
investors in Europe, Asia and America?
What trends have you identified? 
We see that European clients tend to invest
widely and want to buy ETFs based on Stoxx
50 or the Emerging Markets.  In contrast,
clients in Asia tend to prefer to invest in local
markets.  An investor in Hong Kong might
invest, for example, in large caps from
Taiwan or Korea. In the US, where
incidentally we are not yet operational,
clients use a relatively broad range of
investments, from equities and commodities
right through to bond funds. Asia and
Europe on the other hand tend to focus on
equities.  

How do you see your business growing
in the future? 
Not only were we one of  the first major
banks to enter the market as an ETF
provider, but we were also the first to offer a
fully integrated approach that combines
Asset Management and Investment Banking.
Our business is a joint venture between both
divisions. You could say we bring the best of
both areas. And it’s important to remember
that our Private Banking arm is a major
client. The ETF business is a success story
for the business model of  our integrated
bank.   

‘We have driven
innovation in the

industry by being the
first global Bank to
offer both physical

replication and
synthetic ETFs across

our platform’

FUNDS EUROPE AWARDS 2010

Funds Europe speaks to Dan Draper, Global Head of ETFs at Credit Suisse and
this year’s winner of Funds Europe’s European ETF Provider of the Year.  

In association with Funds Europe

CREDIT WHERE 
CREDIT’S DUE

Dan Draper, Global Head of ETFs, Credit Suisse
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EUROPEAN ASSET SERVICING PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR

Alain Closier, Société Générale
Securities Services
Judges agreed that Alain Closier’s was a strong
European submission and under his
leadership, SGSS has a clear single direction.

Over the last year, Closier has been
instrumental in launching major new
initiatives within SGSS, with the aim of
changing the European securities services
landscape. Examples of  this are the two
commercial agreements signed by SGSS
which expand the firm’s geographical reach.
The first, with US Bancorp Fund Services,
offers clients transatlantic services while the
second, with the National Bank of  Abu
Dhabi, makes the all-important link with the
Middle East. 

Closier also actively supported European
market harmonisation and was closely
involved in the Target2-Securities initiative.

Tim Keaney, BNY Mellon Asset
Servicing
As CEO of  BNY Mellon Asset Servicing, Tim
Keaney oversees the day-to-day operations of
the business and is responsible for mapping
and executing the firm’s future growth
strategy. As chairman of  Emea, Keaney is
active in shaping the regulatory and
infrastructural developments.

Conrad Kozak, JP Morgan Worldwide
Securities Services
Having taken up leadership at JP Morgan in
2007, Kozak has ensured the business
continued to invest in its strategic platforms
and was therefore positioned to do well
throughout the crisis. He combined targeted
acquisitions with organic expansion, which
put the firm on a calculated path to growth.

José Placido, RBC Dexia Investor
Services
In Autumn 2009, José Placido spearheaded
RBC Dexia’s agreement with UBI Banca to
acquire its depositary bank business. He is
focused on building the business and
continues to look for opportunities to do this.
He has also introduced a new global operating
model to ensure efficiency.

Jervis Smith, Citi Global Transaction
Services
In a bid to ensure the delivery of  service
excellence, Jervis Smith developed the new
Client Executive team in the third quarter of
2009. To date, this team has successfully met
and in some cases exceeded, client
expectations. Smith is now expanding the
team to include Citi’s intermediary business.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010
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BNY Mellon Asset Servicing
Over the past twelve months, BNY Mellon Asset
Servicing attracted $1.2trn (€0.9trn) in new assets
under custody and today has $21.8trn in assets
under custody and administration. Throughout the
year the firm acquired BHF AS and PNC Global
Investment Servicing. This last purchase doubled
its European asset base.

JP Morgan Worldwide Securities Services
As an institution, JP Morgan gives confidence amid
credit and liquidity concerns due to its solid
balance sheets and rigorous risk policies. The bank
had total assets of  $15.9trn (€12trn). For the
quarter  ending June 2010, it reported net income
of  $4.8bn on firm-wide revenue of  $25.6bn.

Northern Trust
Assets under custody at Northern Trust increased
by 7% between June 2009 and June 2010. Over the
same period, the bank increased the number of
European clients by 8.5%. Throughout the year,
Northern Trust continued to bring innovative
solutions to its fund manager clientele in areas
including derivatives, cross-border pooling and
reporting.

State Street
Mandates for State Street’s top ten European
custody clients average $64.6bn. Over the past
year, the firm won a number of  key mandates, the
two most significant of  which were worth a total of
$69bn. State Street also focused on innovation and
investment in technology.

21
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EUROPEAN CUSTODIAN OF THE YEAR

RBC Dexia Investor Services
Judges said RBC Dexia Investor Services
has made significant forward strides in the
past year and is on a clear trajectory. Also,
one judge said: “They’re a genuine
European custodian.”

With $2.4trn (€1.8trn) in assets under
administration, RBC Dexia has won 366 new
mandates over the last twelve months. Almost
half  of  those new mandates were with existing
clients. The firm claimed this shows that
clients were clearly satisfied with the service
they received.

RBC Dexia is currently working on a series
of  transformational technology projects
including a fully integrated custody solution, a
multi-currency accounting capability, a global
derivatives platform and a secure web portal.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010

XXXXXJosé Placido, CEO, RBC
Dexia Investor Services
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Special commendation – Société Générale Securities Services
Judges felt SGSS deserved a special commendation for its strong derivatives servicing model.
Over the past year, SGSS launched a number of  new initiatives within the business, including
transatlantic services and  local and global custody and asset servicing in the United Arab
Emirates. The firm continued to develop new solutions for clients.

JP Morgan Worldwide Securities Services
Over the last year,  JP Morgan continued to provide good service and innovation, coupled with
a strong balance sheet. The new services included project ‘Union’, which saw the consolidation
of  all fund accounting and investment operations and systems.

Northern Trust
With a total of  $249.7bn (€189.4bn) in assets under administration, Northern Trust experienced
significant growth during the year. The business won 33 fund mandates worth a total of  $84.1bn.
These included hedge funds, private equity, infrastructure and traditional funds.

RBC Dexia Investor Services
Currently, RBC Dexia administers 6,386 funds and supports 9.4m client accounts. The firm
operates in 14 fund services markets around the world and nine countries in Europe. It is also
working on a number of  transformational technology projects.

FUNDS EUROPE AWARDS 2010
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EUROPEAN ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR

Citi
Citi was chosen as the winner for this year’s
award on the strength of  its European
footprint, among other factors. The broad
range of  fund structures the firm supports, as
well as the number of  domiciles, also
impressed the judges.

Since 2009, Citi experienced a 14% growth
in its assets under administration, bringing its
total Emea assets up to $618bn (€469bn).

Throughout the year the firm had a number
of  significant business wins, including a
$600m mandate from the second largest
reinsurer in Luxembourg.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010

Andrew Gelb,  Emea head of
securities & fund services, Citi
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State Street
State Street submitted its exchange-traded funds (ETFs) servicing business for this award
and its strength in this sector was what clinched the win. This was an important year for
ETFs and judges said State Street had a very credible ETF story. “They chose to focus on
the right business at the right time,” one judge said.

State Street is the largest service provider to ETFs in Europe, with 56% of  market share
and more than $130bn (€98.3bn) in European ETF assets. The bank has been serving this
market since 2003 and has experience delivering solutions to a broad and comprehensive
range of  ETF products. 

In 2010, State Street established a dedicated ETF servicing team that is providing new
services to its ETF clients in Europe.

GlobeOp Financial Services
Judges felt that due to its specialisation and quality of  service, GlobeOp deserved to be the
winner in this category for the second year running. “It’s a strong specialist in the sector,”
they said.

GlobeOp’s assets under administration increased by 10% in the first half  of  2010 to
$120bn (€90.6bn), and 43% since June 2009. Of  the increase, $5bn came from new clients
and new funds with existing clients.

In June 2010,GlobeOp launched a NAV transparency report to help fund managers
provide investors with greater visibility. Another development was the enhanced managed
account transparency on a per-fund, or aggregated basis, provided in September 2009.

FUNDS EUROPE AWARDS 2010
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EUROPEAN HEDGE FUND ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR

Special commendation – Deutsche Bank
Judges agreed that Deutsche Bank is attractive as a one-stop shop in the
alternatives administration space. The firm has a global footprint and
tripled its assets under administration since 2008 to around $42bn
(€31.7bn). Internally, it has focused on technology to improve its STP
capability and reporting.

Citi
From December 2009 until June 2010, Citi’s hedge fund assets under
administration is up 2%. Citi saw some significant mandate wins over
the year. The firm began offering a full service end-to-end integrated
solution for EU-domiciled hedge funds.

HSBC Securities Services
Due to the support of  a stable parent company, HSBC Securities
Services says it can give clients confidence their assets are safeguarded.
The firm has $104bn (€78.6bn) in assets under administration. During
the year, HSBC made several infrastructural improvements.

SEI
Over the past year, SEI’s assets under administration grew 15% to
reach $151bn (€114). During the year, the firm implemented a new
front office liquidity management tool to allow clients to continuously
manage their funds’ portfolio positions.

SHORTLIST

funds europe
awards

2010

Hans Hufschmid, CEO, GlobeOp

EUROPEAN SPECIALIST ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR

Brown Brothers Harriman
The property funds under custody
within BBH’s real estate investment
fund servicing increased by 3.7%, to
$39.2bn (€29.6bn) between September
2009 and June this year. BBH won
significant new business over the year. 

Ipes Private Equity Fund Services
During the year to June 2010, this
private equity specialist won  21 new
mandates. Over the year, the firm’s
assets under administration increased
by 6% to $37.4bn (€28.3bn). 

SHORTLIST

Susan Dargan,
COO, SSGS
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EUROPEAN TRANSFER AGENT OF THE YEAR

State Street/IFDS
This year’s winner, IFDS, State Street’s joint
venture, was chosen by the judges due to its
very strong global coverage of  transfer
agency activities.

Between the end of  June 2009 and the same
time this year, the firm’s European client base
grew from 411 to 952 clients, an increase of
131% and 10.2m investors.

Throughout the year, IFDS continued to
enhance its technology platforms which are
designed to improve efficiency and support
clients’ evolving needs.

The firm also enhanced its Risk Online
system to accommodate management controls.

Caceis
Caceis offers transfer agency services in seven of  Europe’s major
fund jurisdictions which account for more than 75% of  the
European fund market. During the year, the firm won a number
of  new clients and took over the fund administration and transfer
agency activities of  HSS France, an HSBC subsidiary.

HSBC Securities Services
Over the past year, HSBC finalised the implementation of  global
common platforms, which will enable it to have quicker market
entry and offer a cross-juridictional consistency of  service delivery.
HSBC also focused on automation through various fund
platforms and Swift.

RBC Dexia Investor Services
RBC Dexia was one of  the first service providers in mainland
Europe to specialise in tranfer agency. The firm currently
supports eleven million transactions annually. Its distribution
system currently maintains 18,000 distributors in 100 countries.

SHORTLIST funds europe
awards

2010

Simon Hudson-Lund, IFDS
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Liquidnet Europe
In an increasingly competitive area, Liquidnet Europe continued to attract volume and develop new
services aimed for its buy-side users. With five new markets added this year, the firm provides access
to 36 global equity markets – more than any other multilateral trading facility. Liquidnet launched its
Supernatural pool, giving the buy-side users additional actionable liquidity. The firm’s Liquidity
Watch group also stricly enforces trading standards.

Fidessa
Fidessa continues to offer a very strong core product through its LatentZero
division. The firm also impressed the judges with the development of  the
Fidessa Fragmentation Index, which demonstrates a clear commitment to the
industry. LatentZero is highly scalable and is used by nine of  the word’s ten
largest asset managers. LatentZero as a service signed its first British pension
fund client in June 2010. This year, the firm also incorporated a sophisticated
position visualisation tool into the decision support component of  the
LatentZero suite.
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Charles River Development
Charles River IMS is a multi-asset, multi-currency software suite
providing straight-through processing on a single, consolidated
platform. Version 9.1 was released in January 2010 and completes
the transition to a service-oriented architecture.

ITG Triton
ITG’s Triton is a multi-tasking tool for traders. It is designed to 
maximise opportunities for bext execution. It is an all-in-one solution

that brings together ITG’s analytics, connectivity and trading
expertise. The open architecture also allows for customisation.

Linedata
Linedata Longview’s comprehensive system provides portfolio
modelling, electronic trading, pre-trade compliance and easy access
to liquidity. It offers broad asset coverage with over 130 securities and
full multi-currency support.

SHORTLIST

Chi-X Europe
The past twelve months saw Chi-X transform into a mature
part of  the European market – moving on from being a new
entrant. Key developments were the growth of  Chi-Delta and
general improvements to Chi-X Europe’s technology and depth
of  liquidity.

ITG POSIT
ITG’s POSIT was Europe’s first anonymous electronic trade-
matching system for institutional investors. In October 2009,
POSIT was extended to cover Greek and Cypriot equities. In
March 2010, ITG launched a new type of  dark pool for Asia –
POSIT Marketplace.

Special commendation – SmartPool
SmartPool received a special commendation for the excellent start it has made and the judges
look forward to seeing this continue in 2011. The newcomer to the list faced the challenging
task of  standing out in a crowded marketplace.

SHORTLIST
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Cadis
Judges recognised that data management is  a fundamental part of  fund management and
the success of  Cadis in this area is a testament to its continually excellent customer service.
Over the year, the firm saw 14 new client wins and maintained its 100% successful
implementation record. Cadis has never lost a client, which is remarkable in an industry
typified by a 50% failure rate. In the first quarter of  this year, Cadis released version 7.5 of
its product with an increased focus on end-user control and visibility to all data.

Special commendation – Traiana 
Traiana receives a special commendation
for its innovative service for the post-trade
servicing of  FX and derivatives – an area
that is likely to become increasingly
important for buy-side firms. Over 500
firms are now integrated into the Traiana
Harmony Network  and this is
increasingly being recognised as the
market standard for post-trade processing
of  FX transactions.

ITG Post-Trade Analytics
ITG Post-Trade Analytics designs

transaction cost analysis tools to optimise
fund performance. 2010 marked the
introduction of  numerous product suite
enhancements. Analytical approaches
were overhauled and specific audiences
now receive reports tailored to their
unique workflows.

Vermilion Software
Vermilion’s Reporting Suite is a client
communication solution designed to
create high-quality, personalised and
multilingual client reports. It is comprised
of  four integrated modules enabling
companies of  all sizes to streamline their
entire reporting process.

SHORTLIST

Calastone
Calastone was awarded a special commendation in last year’s awards and the
judges were pleased to see the company’s early promise realised with a
number of  significant customer signings.

Calastone offers a cross-border transaction network that provides full
interoperability to the entire mutual fund industry, irrespective of  a
participant’s preferred messaging protocol or format.

Throughout the last year, Calastone continued to sign up participants to its
cross-border transaction network, it launched its settlement service, opened a
Luxembourg office and introduced an automated reconciliations processing
service. 

Advent
Advent’s Geneva is the only comprehensive asset class coverage
fund accounting solution with integrated best-of-breed trade
lifecycle management, the firm says. The system is used by
institutions to support a round-the-clock business model and
enables local customisation from a single database model.

Bravura Solutions
Over the year, Bravura Solutions continued to develop products
to suit changing market needs. This included new functionality
to help control the purchase of  hedge funds of  hedge funds. It
also developed a new functionality to support property
authorised investment funds.

SHORTLIST
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